This paper gives an overview of the computational complexity of all the equivalences in the linear/branching time hierarchy vG90a] and the preorders in the corresponding hierarchy of preorders. We consider nite state or regular processes as well as in nite-state BPA BK84b] processes.
Introduction
Within concurrency theory, a number of preorders and equivalence relations between processes have been considered in various approaches to the semantics of concurrency and automatic veri cation.
In this paper, we shall consider the equivalences that have come out of the study of interleaving semantics in the context of process calculi in the tradition of CCS Mil80] and CSP Hoa84] . Most of these preorders and equivalences rst arose in the literature of comparative concurrency semantics vG90a, BIM90, GV92] . In this particular area of concurrency semantics, the main emphasis is on full abstraction and various notions of equivalences have been found to be fully abstract for di erent language constructs. For example, bisimulation equivalence is used in CCS Mil80, Mil89] to identify processes which are equivalent under a particular semantic notion Par81, Mil89] . However, in BIM90], bisimulation has been shown not to be fully abstract and the notion of ready simulation has been de ned. In GV92], a new notion of 2-nested simulation equivalence has been de ned and shown to be fully abstract for languages with a general format called the tyft/tyxt.
Within the area of computer-aided veri cation, there has been a signicant amount of work devoted to using these relations to prove the correctness of concurrent systems BCM + 92]. The correctness criterion is then that the implementation is equivalent to the speci cation. Also, establishing that a given simulation relation holds has been used as a partial procedure for proving some safety properties LV91].
In vG90a] van Glabbeek proposed the linear/branching time spectrum as a unifying framework for classifying all known equivalences in the area of comparative concurrency semantics. We shall follow this classi cation here. Figure 1 vG90a ] illustrates the classi cation as a hierarchy with the help of a Hasse diagram. The arrows in the diagram imply strict inclusion. Hence if there is an arrow from a relation R to another relation Q, that means R is less discriminating than Q. In other words, if two processes are related by R then they must be related by Q but the converse is not true in general. The least discriminating equivalences are at the bottom of the diagram.
The coarsest equivalences are trace equivalence and completed trace equivalence (=language equivalence). Directly above them we have the testing/failures equivalences, and at the top of the diagram is bisimulation equivalence.
As all equivalences save bisimilarity are de ned as the symmetric closure of a preorder, there is a similar hierarchy for the behavioural preorders, illustrated in Figure 2 .
Motivated by the importance of these relations in automated veri cation, several researchers have studied the decision problems for these relations KS90, PT87, HT94, SRHS96, BP94, And93, And94, ABGS91, CS91, MS95, Hut91, HT90]. A main distinction has turned out to be that of nite-state processes versus in nite-state processes. It is well-known that all behavioural relations in the van Glabbeek hierarchy are decidable for nite-state processes, and the main concern is therefore that of the computational complexity of the decision procedures. On the other hand, for su ciently rich classes of in nite-state processes, no non-trivial behavioural equivalence is decidable. However, in recent years, it has been shown that some behavioural equivalences are indeed decidable for certain interesting classes of in nite-state processes and recently, a number of complexity results have been established for these classes of processes.
Apart from a short survey by Moller and Smolka MS95] on the complexity of bisimulation equivalence, there has not been any attempt to present all these results in a unifying framework. The fact that these relations are widely used by the computer aided veri cation community to establish correctness warrants a survey of the complexity results for these relations. The present paper gives an overview of the results and attempts to unify the results within a particular point of view. Here, we shall only consider the so-called strong equivalences, i.e. notions of equivalence that do not distinguish between observable and non-observable actions.
In this paper a further distinction between simulation-like equivalences (preorders, respectively) and trace-like equivalences (preorders) turns out to be important. A common characteristic of simulation-like equivalences is that they are de ned using the notion of simulation w.r.t. single actions { more precisely, the simulation-like equivalences are bisimilarity, n-nested simulation equivalence, ready-simulation equivalence and simulation equivalence. All other equivalences are trace-like, in that their de nitions at some point call upon the notion of a sequence of visible actions, i.e. a trace.
In the case of nite-state processes, all simulation-like equivalences are in P, whereas the trace-like equivalences are PSPACE-complete. In the case of in nite-state processes, the picture is di erent. All equivalences other than bisimulation equivalence are undecidable for the classes BPA and BPP. In the case of bisimulation, the equivalence is in P for so-called normed BPA processes and elementarily decidable for arbitrary BPA processes. Bisimulation is also known to be in P for normed BPP processes.
Labelled transition systems
The common model of the behaviour of concurrent systems within interleaving semantics is that of a labelled transition system, which describes the state change of a processes and the actions that they can perform at any given instant. 3 Finite-state processes
In this section we examine the complexity of deciding behavioural relation for nite transition systems. When discussing the complexity of deciding an equivalence or preorder w.r.t the nite transition system (Pr; Act; !), we shall always assume that the complexity is a function of the size of the transition system, n = jPrj + j ! j, i.e. the sum of the sizes of the state space and the transition relation. 
Regular processes
The class of regular processes was rst investigated by Milner Mil84] , who showed that a labelled transition system is nite i it can be described by means of a regular process. Regular process expressions Mil84] are given by the abstract syntax p ::= a j X j p 1 + p 2 j ap j 0
Here a ranges over a set Act of atomic actions, and X over a set V ar of variables. The symbol + is the non-deterministic choice, ap 2 represents pre xing the process p 1 with the action a and 0 denotes the empty (inactive) process.
We say that a process expression is guarded i every variable occurrence in p occurs within a pre x, i.e. in a subexpression a:q of p. Regular In what follows we shall feel free to write 1 R 2 for binary relations R; this should be read as stating that the roots of 1 and 2 are related by R.
The operational semantics of a regular process expression, given a nite system of process equations , is given by the labelled transition system (Pr; Act; !)where Pr is the set of regular process expressions and ! is de ned as the least relation satisfying the proof rules given below. We shall usually omit the subscript , when obvious from the context. A process expression together with an associated transition relation is called a process.
We shall mostly consider systems of process equations in normal form:
De nition 3. As bisimulation equivalence is at the top of the van Glabbeek hierarchy, we see that the transformation into normal form preserves all equivalences. Moreover, it is easy to see that the transformation of a system of equations into normal form can be accomplished in time polynomial to the size of . It is therefore enough to consider systems of regular process equations in normal form.
Simulation-like equivalences and preorders
We shall call the class of equivalences and preorders that have a simulationstyle de nition or whose de nition employs a xed.depth recursive application of such a de nitional structure (e.g.,n-nested simulation) simulationlike equivalences. The simulation-like equivalences are bisimulation equivalence, simulation, ready-simulation, n-nested simulation, m 2 -nested simulation, complete-simulation preorders and equivalences.
All simulation-like relations share a common characteristic, namely that they de ne how a transition by a process must be simulated by another process, in order for the processes to be related. All simulation-like preorders (save bisimulation) are then de ned as the largest sets of pairs satisfying their appropriate simulation condition. This indicates that the simulation-like preorders in the preorder hierarchy are de nable as xed-points of functionals over the complete lattice of relations, and the computation of relations then reduces to computing maximal xed points of certain functionals. We therefore start this section by outline give some basic de nitions and results from lattice theory. This latter result allows an iterative characterization of these xed-points and forms the concrete basis for several equivalence-checking algorithms. In what follows, we shall express any simulation-like preorders as maximal xedpoints of an associated endofunction. In the case of nite-state processes, these endofunctions are all co-continuous.
Simulation equivalence and the simulation preorder
Intuitively, the simulation preorder relates two processes, if any transition by the former process can be simulated by the latter in such a way that the resulting processes are still related. The notion of simulation equivalence is then simply the equivalence closure of the simulation preorder. 
Bisimulation equivalence
The notion of bisimulation equivalence was rst proposed by Park Par81] and later used by Milner Mil89] . Bisimulation equivalence is the only equivalence in the linear-branching time hierarchy not de ned as the equivalence closure of some corresponding preorder.
De nition 3.6 Given a labelled transition system (Pr; Act; !), a relation 
m 2 -nested simulations
The hierarchy of m 2 -nested simulations was proposed by Liu in Liu92] . This hierarchy generalizes that of the hierarchy of n-nested simulations described in the next section. The central notion is that of nesting a simulation within another; the matching condition now requires that one matches transitions within (the inverse of) a simulation.
De nition 3.7 Liu92] Let (Pr; Act; !)be a labelled transition system, < Pr Pr be a binary relation. Then S is said to be a simulation nested in < if S is a simulation and S < ?1 A process P is said to be simulated in < by another process Q just in case (P; Q) is contained in some simulation S nested in <. We write PN(<)Q in this case.
The following results from Liu92] motivate the above de nition.
Theorem 3.4 Liu92] N(<) is itself a simulation nested in <, in fact the maximal one. If < s preorder then so is N(<) Lemma 3.1 Liu92] N is monotonic, that is, for any two relations < 1 and < 2 , if < 1 < 2 , then N(< 1 ) N(< 2 ).
Hence by Theorem 3.2 N has a largest xed point. Theorem 3.5 Liu92] Any post-xed point of N is a bisimulation.
One can apply the nesting operator N repeatedly to obtain a hierarchy of ner and ner equivalences and preorders.
De nition 3. 3.2.5 n-nested simulation equivalences and preorders
The notion of n-nested simulation equivalence was introduced by Groote and Vaandrager GV89] in their study of the tyft/tyxt-format for structured operational semantics because 2-nested simulation equivalence is the completed trace congruence for this format. Two processes p and q are n-nested simulation equivalent, written p ! n q, i p ! n q and q ! n p.
Note that 1-nested simulation is just simulation and that therefore 1-nested simulation equivalence is simulation equivalence. 11 3.2.6 Ready-simulation or 2/3-bisimulation 
Complexity results
We shall now we discuss the complexity results for simulation-like equivalences and focus on how these results can be obtained. The main result is that Theorem 3.6 All simulation-like equivalences of the linear-branching time hierarchy are polynomial time decidable for nite state transition systems.
There are (at least) four di erent ways of obtaining this result, namely by means of approximation techniques, characteristic formulae, Horn clauses and characteristic games.
A lot of attention has been devoted to establishing good complexity bounds for the bisimulation equivalence problem, as bisimilarity has become widely used for veri cation purpose. In 1991, Alvarez showed that this particular equivalence problem is P-complete. Theorem 3.7 ABGS91] The bisimulation equivalence problem for nitestate processes is P-complete.
Approximation techniques
Because of Theorem 3.2, for any simulation-like relation pRq the decision problem`pRq ?' amounts to deciding whether or not (p; q) is a member of the largest xed-point of a suitable functional, namely the functional inherent in the de nition of the relation. A characteristic formula for the relation R and the state p is then a mucalculus formula F p such that qRp i q satis es F p . Thus, this approach reduces the equivalence problem to that of model checking. So, as the semantics of formulae involve xed-points, the characteristic formula approach again (albeit somewhat indirectly) decides membership of a relation by means of computing xed-points. The rst conjuncts of the right-hand side for X p in the above declaration describe that any process satisfying X p must be able to perform the same transitions as p in such a way that the resulting processes are again related. The nal conjunct describes the requirement that any process satisfying X p cannot have other initial actions than those of p. Taken together, these are precisely the requirements of the de nition of ready simulation.
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In CS91, And93] it was shown how one can construct characteristic formulae for a number of equivalences and preorders within the nu-calculus. As the model checking problem for the nu-calculus is decidable in time O(n m), where m is the size of the declaration and n is the size of the transition system, and as the declaration constructed essentially describes the transitions of the transition system and therefore is of size O(n), this shows that the simulation-like equivalences considered in CS91, And93] are polynomialtime decidable.
Horn clauses
A third approach, which is closely related to the characteristic formula approach, builds on the approach used in giving polynomial-time algorithms for the rest of the simulation-like relations rst presented in SRHS96]. The simulation-like relations can be reduced to the satis ability problem for weakly negative Horn formulas Sch78], known as the NHORNSAT problem. Since there the NHORNSAT problem is decidable in linear time DG84, AI91] , this shows that all simulation-like equivalences are decidable in polynomial time.
Given a type of simulation relation R, the method in SRHS96] entails a top-down construction of a propositional formula f in CNF. The variables in the formula f are X p;q where p and q are states in the two transition systems. Intuitively, X p;q is true i p and q are related by R. The clauses in the formula f are of the following three types.
1. A single positive literal X p;q . When we want (p; q) to be in the simulation relation we construct this type of clause. 2. A single negated literal X p;q . Such a clause is constructed when (p; q) cannot be in any simulation relation of the given type.
3. Implication clauses of the form X p;q ) W i;j X i;j . A clause of this form is constructed when, for (p; q) to be in the simulation relation, one of the (i; j)'s must also be in the simulation relation. The details of the construction of the clauses depends on the actual properties that must be satis ed by R. The e ectiveness of the reduction relies on the property that if we generate a clause of the form X s;t , then it is guaranteed that no relation satisfying the properties of that particular relation can contain the pair (s; t).
The resulting CNF formulae are so-called weakly negative Horn formulas 2 Sch78]. The satis ability problem for such formulae is called NHORNSAT. It is easy to show that NHORNSAT is decidable in linear time DG84, AI91]. Moreover, from AI91], it is easy to construct an algorithm for NHORNSAT which is incremental or on-line. As the size of the formula is O(n 2 ) where n is the size of the transition systems, we get Theorem 3.8 Let (Pr; Act; !)be a labelled transition system of size n. Any simulation-like equivalence relation on n is decidable in time O(j ! j 2 ). Example 3.3 (Ready simulation) We give a polynomial time algorithm that takes (Pr; Act; !)and two states s; t 2 Pr as input and outputs an instance h of NHORNSAT such that h is satis able if and only if s !r t . In the instance h the number of variables is jPrj 2 and the size of the instance is O(j ! j 2 ).
The algorithm is given in Figure 4 . The algorithm relies on three auxiliary functions that together code up the conditions of the de nition of ready simulation. r (a; q; p) is the set of all states that are reachable from state q by executing an a action and have the same initial actions as p. Finally, we need to keep track of the variable occurrences in a newly created condition clause as these correspond to the pairs of processes that need to be included in a ready simulation. This is expressed using V.
Let C be the set of clauses initially empty. Let V be the set of variables initially empty.
1. If (init(s) 6 = init(t)) then return an unsatis able formula of the form X s;t^Xs;t and terminate.
2. C := C fX s1 ;t1 g; V := fX s1;t1 g 3. p i := s 1 ; q j := t 1 ; 4. Do until V is empty. The constructed NHORNSAT instance h has the property that given any satisfying truth-assignment v, the relation R de ned by R = f(p; q)jv(X p;q ) = 1g is a ready simulation. Conversely, if s !r t then sRt for some ready simulation and we can de ne a truth-assignment v by v(X p;q ) = 1 i (p; q) 2 R.
This truth assignment satis es h. 2
Notice the similarity to the corresponding characteristic formula for ready simulation given in Example 3.2.
Game-theoretic characterizations
The fourth and nal approach to obtaining complexity bounds gives a gametheoretic characterization of behavioural relations. . This constitutes a round of the game. If in a round, after the disprover has made its move, the prover can also make a move according to the moves described above, then we say that the prover has a matching move in that round.
The game continues until one of the players wins. The prover wins the game if either in the last position of the play, no player can move, or there is no further allowable move by the disprover. The prover also wins, if in the play a position is repeated. In both cases, the disprover has failed to expose a distinction between the transition systems.
The disprover wins, if in the last position of the play is not a winning position which means the disprover has been able to force the prover to a non winning position of the game or if in the last position, the disprover has an allowable move but the prover does not have a matching move.
A strategy for a player is a set of rules which tells how to make a move depending on the partial play and the previous moves of the opponent so far. A strategy is said to be history-free if it only depends on the most recent move. A strategy is a winning strategy for a player if, for any strategy by the opponent, the strategy always causes the player to win.
A game G in the Stirling class is called a characteristic game for a relation R between two nite-state processes, if the following condition holds:
Whenever the game G be played on two transition systems T 1 and T 2 with start position hs; ti, then the prover has a history-free winning strategy if and only if sRt.
The following was shown in SHR96]:
Theorem 3.9 All equivalences in the linear-branching time hierarchy have characteristic games.
Example 3.4 (A characteristic game for ready simulation) Rsim ?
game is a game in the Stirling class with the following parameters: R 1 = R 2 = A, m 1 ; m 2 = , ? = fhs; ti j s 2 S 1 ; t 2 S 2^i nit(s) = init(t)g, = fhs 1 ; s 2 ig, M = f1g, r =j S 1 j j S 2 j +1.
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For certain games in the Stirling class, the problem whether the prover has a winning strategy is directly reducible to the NHORNSAT problem. Hence, for any behavioural relation R, whose characteristic game is in this subclass, the decision problem for R is reducible to the NHORNSAT problem. This immediately leads to a polynomial time algorithm for the problem of checking that relation, provided one can create an instance of the game from the instance of the relational problem in polynomial time. For all the games in the Stirling class, such a transformation to the game instance can be shown to done in polynomial time, provided that the winning positions can be decided in polynomial time. Hence, we get a su ciency condition as to under what condition a behavioural relation between nite state processes is polynomial time decidable. Theorem 3.10 Whenever a game G in the Stirling class satis es the following conditions:
The game languages R 1 and R 2 are nite and explicitly enumerated. For example, in ready simulation game R 1 = R 2 = A, where A is the set of action symbols.
The representation of the set of winning positions is either by an explicit listing or such that determining if a position of the game is a winning position is polynomial time decidable.
then it is polynomial-time decidable whether the prover has a winning strategy for G.
An immediate corollary is 19 Corollary 3.1 Any behavioural relation between two nite state transition systems, whose characteristic game satis es the conditions listed above, is decidable in polynomial time.
It can be shown that all simulation-like equivalences satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.10, and this again shows Theorem 3.6.
Trace-like equivalences and preorders
The trace-like equivalences and preorders are de ned in terms of the behaviours of the processes on unbounded sequences of actions (traces). The trace-like equivalences are trace equivalence, completed trace equivalence, failuretrace equivalence, ready-trace equivalence, failure equivalence , readiness equivalence, n-bounded bisimulation equivalences.
One can give characteristic characterizations of all trace-like equivalences (cf. the previous section) and show that the existence of a winning strategy can be decided in PSPACE for any such game; this shows the following:
Theorem 3.11 All trace-like equivalences for nite-state processes are in PSPACE.
However, we can say much more. The main result of this section is that Thus completed trace equivalence is in all essential the well-known language equivalence from automata theory. The following result is well-known and be found in e.g. KS90]: 20 Theorem 3.13 The completed trace equivalence problem is PSPACE-complete for the class of nite transition systems.
Completed trace equivalence can be seen as the equivalence closure of the completed trace preorder:
De nition 3.12 Given a labelled transition system the completed trace preorder v ctr is de ned as follows: p v ctr q if ctraces(p) ctraces(q).
The following is immediate:
Theorem 3.14 The completed trace preorder problem is PSPACE-complete for the class of nite transition systems.
Proof: By Theorem 3.11, we see that the completed trace preorder problem is in PSPACE. Showing that the preorder problem is PSPACE-hard follows from the fact that p + q ctr qi p v ctr p which immediately shows that the equivalence problem is polynomial-time reducible to the corresponding equivalence problem. In fact, for all trace-like preorders, + acts as a least upper bound operator, so the above reduction applies to any trace-like preorder. 
Trace equivalence
The notion of trace equivalence considers arbitrary traces.
De nition 3.13 Let a labelled transition system (Pr; Act; !)be given. This notion of equivalence also arises naturally as the consecutive approximations of bisimulation equivalence Mil80, Mil89] .
Kanellakis and Smolka have shown that the n-bounded-tr-bisimulation problem is PSPACE-complete for nite transition systems. The notion of readiness equivalence can be seen as the dual of failures equivalence and was originally put forward by Bergstra, Klop, and Olderog BKO88] 22 It is obvious that 0 is a system of regular process equations i and that the construction of 0 can be accomplished in polynomial time w.r.t the size of .
We immediately see that the resulting process is locally unary.
Proposition 3.2 0 is locally unary.
The following is now obvious from the de nition of 0 .
Proposition 3. Proof: From Proposition 3.4 we get a polynomial-time reduction from language equivalence to language equivalence for locally unary normed processes and the theorem now follows from Lemma 3.2.
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The above ideas can also be used to prove that failure trace and ready trace equivalence are PSPACE-hard. Tree processes A regular process is called a tree process if its associated transition system can be unfolded into a nite tree, or equivalently, if its de nition does not use recursion. Huynh and Tian showed that for tree processes, bisimulation is in NC, the class of problems decidable by non-uniform boolean circuits HT90]. Hence, the bisimulation algorithm for tree processes is seen to be e ciently parallelizable.
Unary and locally unary processes
The proof of P-completeness of bisimulation due to Alvarez et al. consists of providing a log-space-reduction from the Alternating Monotone Fanin 2, Fanout 2 Circuit Value problem (AM2CVP) which is a well known Pcomplete problem GHR95]. Given an instance of AM2CVP, the reduction constructs two unary processes such that the two processes are bisimilar if and only if the AM2CVP instance has output 1. As the processes constructed are tree processes, we immediately get that bisimulation equivalence for unary tree processes is P-complete. Consequently, in the deterministic case the linear/branching time hierarchy collapses, and in this case all equivalences are in P.
Deterministic processes
More can be said, though. For deterministic transition systems, the bisimulation equivalence problem is in NC. By the above proposition, all equivalences are in NC for deterministic transition systems. In HT94], it was proved that all these relations are in NL, which also implies that they are in NC.
In nite transition systems
All equivalences are undecidable for su ciently rich classes of labelled transition systems. For instance, it is well-known that bisimulation equivalence is undecidable for the full CCS calculus. In this section we shall brie y consider two extensions of the class of regular processes which have a decidable equivalence problem and survey the known decidability results. For a survey of known decidability results and their underlying proof techniques, the reader is referred to HiM94].
Basic Process Algebra
The class of BPA (Basic Process Algebra) was de ned by Bergstra and Klop in BK84b]. The abstract syntax of BPA is given by p ::= a j p 1 p 2 j p 1 + p 2 j X Again, a ranges over a set Act of atomic actions, and X over a set V ar of variables. As before, the symbol + is the non-deterministic choice while p 1 2 represents the sequential composition of p 1 and p 2 (one usually omits the` ').
We say that a process expression is guarded i every variable occurrence in p occurs in a subexpression aq of p. As A nite set of guarded equations is normed if for all X 2 V ar it holds that jXj is nite. A BPA process is called normed, if it has been generated via a normed set of guarded equations.
Note that the class of normed BPA processes does not include all the regular processes (such as X def = aX). Still, it is a very rich family, including processes with in nitely many states. The general result can be shown using a more general notion of bisimulation base, which only requires semi-decidability of the congruence closure of the bisimulation base. The original decision procedure for bisimilarity for BPA processes relied on the conjunction of two semi-decision procedures CHS92], one searching for a bisimulation base and another searching for a bisimulation error. It has recently been shown by Burkart, Caucal and Steffen BCS95] that the search for a bisimulation base can be bounded, giving an elementary complexity bound. The undecidability proofs for the preorders all proceed by reductions from the trace inclusion problem for simple grammars, which was shown undecidable by Friedman in Fri76] . The undecidability of the corresponding equivalences proceed either by reductions from the preorder problem, using the fact that + acts as a least upper bound operator w.r.t. to the preorder (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.14) or by reductions from the language equivalence problem for context-free grammars.
In the deterministic case, however, the linear/branching time hierarchy collapses so all equivalences are in P in the normed case Cau89] and elementary-time decidable in the general case BCS95]. But as deterministic BPA processes correspond exactly to the class of simple grammars, all preorder problems remain undecidable. Table 4 .2.
The following result was shown by Hirshfeld, Jerrum and Moller HJM96] by appealing to a nite characterization theorem similar to that applied to the BPA case of the previous section.
